POINT A: JOINT REPAIR AND SEALING

JOINT SEALING SEE DETAIL 1

BANDAGE OVER SEALED JOINT SEE DETAIL 1

SURFACES A
BREAK OUT TO 8 sq mm
FRONT SURFACE B
AND EPOXY REPAIR TO MATCH SURFACE B

JOINT SEALING SEE DETAIL 1

PLANT 1B (1984) ← PLANT 1A (1973)
DETAIL 1: JOINT SEALING

- Prepared Plane Surface 350 - 350

Bandage Width 200

*BANDAGE

Epoxy Repair To Surface A To Match Surface B

Joint formers (2 no) tightly compressed into gap in concrete (50 mm dia. Duracord x2) or similar approved

Joint Sealant 20mm applied after cleaning and preparing/priming sides of joint (to manufacturers specifications)

* Bandage 200mm wide to manufacturers specs (Sika Combi-Flex or similar approved)